OUM ERRABIÂ DAY TRIP
FROM FEZ

DISCOVER THE 40 SOURCES THAT FEED THE RIVER, WITH A DAZZLING GREEN NATURE IN FULL MIDDLE ATLAS.

MAGICAL PLACES TO EXPLORE IN THE REGION, SUCH AS THE RIVER FROM THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN, THE FOREST THAT SURROUNDS IT WITH CEDARS AND OAKS

ENJOY A TRADITIONAL MOROCCAN LUNCH IN A TENT BETWEEN THE STREAM AND THE WATERFALLS OF THE VALLEY,

Included
- Guided Tour
- Transportation in air conditioned vehicle
- Driver
- On site-assistance

Excluded
- Food and drinks
- Tips (Optional)

Price
400Dh /Person

Book now
Call +212 661486203
+212 535658446
info@gm2travel.ma

www.gm2travel.ma
gm2travel
GM2Travel
DESCRIPTION:

The tour starts with a pick-up from your hotel in Fes to the Middle Atlas Mountains in Morocco, where dozens of springs flow, with a water flow reaching thousands of cubic meters per minute, most of its waters are fresh and some are salty, forming rocky waterfalls. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by women, dressed in modest Berber clothing, busy baking bread over a wood fire in traditional clay ovens called "Tannour", where visitors to the springs of "Umm al-Rabi" receive fresh bread, and the traditional Moroccan dishes (tajine), which were cooked on a silent fire, by the hands of Berber women, they combine the simplicity of the inhabitants of the villages and the experience of a history that extends in time, transmitted from generation to generation in this Amazigh region of Morocco. We will spend the day between the stream and the waterfalls of the valley, enjoying the embrace of the mountains and their rocky peaks, after lunch (tajine) we will explore the cave of Oum Errabie, with a depth of some 15 meters and the bottom of pure water, Finally, you will be transferred to your accomodation in Fez.